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State symbols of Yakutia
The State Emblem of the Republic is a circle 
in the center of which is depicted an ancient 
rider from the rock drawings of the Lena 
River against the backdrop of a solar disk - a 
shield placed in a frame with a traditional 
national ornament in the form of seven 
rhombic crystal figures with the inscriptions 
"Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)" and " Sakha 
Republic ". The national flag of the Republic 
of Sakha (Yakutia) is a rectangular panel 
consisting of four different horizontal strips 
of blue, white, red and green, respectively. In 
the middle of the blue strip is a circle of 
white color.



State symbols of the 
Krasnoyarsk Territory

The coat of arms of the Krasnoyarsk Territory 
is a shield on which a golden lion is depicted 
in a scarlet field on top of an azure, furthest 
to the right and finely fringed with a gold 
column, holding a golden shovel in the right 
forepaw and a golden sickle in the left. The 
shield is crowned with a pedestal with medal 
ribbons, surrounded by golden oak leaves 
and cedar branches, connected by a blue 
ribbon. The flag of the Krasnoyarsk Territory 
is a rectangular red cloth, in the middle of 
the flag there is the coat of arms of the edge. 
The color of the shield is taken as the basis of 
the flag - the symbol of the Krasnoyarsk land.



State symbols of 
the Komi Republic

The coat of arms of the Republic of Komi is a 
picture of a golden carnivorous bird, placed 
on a red heraldic shield, executed on 
motives of the Permian animal style; on the 
breast of a bird - the face of a woman in the 
frame of six elk heads. In the composition 
"bird-man-moose", performed in the style of 
cult casting, the mythoepic views of the 
Komi were reflected. The flag of the 
Republic of Komi is a rectangular panel 
consisting of horizontally arranged in 
sequence from top to bottom three equally 
large bands of blue, green and white colors.



State symbols of the 
republic of 
Bashkortostan

"The emblem of the Republic of Bashkortostan is an 
image of the monument to Salavat Yulayev against the 
backdrop of the rising sun and its rays, inscribed in a 
circle framed by national ornament.The following is 
the inflorescence of the kurai, a ribbon painted in the 
colors of the flag of the state Republic of 
Bashkortostan, with the inscription on the white 
field:" Bashkortostan " In the color image of the coat 
of arms of the Republic of Belarus, the monument to 
Salavat Yulayev and the ornament - golden, the flower 
of the kuraya - green, the rising sun - light golden, the 
rays of the sun - yellow, the background between the 
monument and ornament - Cored oil and the outer 
circle - dark gold color. " A rectangular tricoloured 
panel with an emblem consisting of horizontal 
equal-width stripes: the upper band is blue, the 
middle is white, the lower is green. In the center of 
the white band, golden color depicts the emblem - a 
circle, inside of which there is a stylized flower of the 
kurai, consisting of 7 petals. A rectangular tricoloured 
panel with an emblem consisting of horizontal 
equal-width stripes: the upper band is blue, the 
middle is white, the lower is green. In the center of 
the white band, golden color depicts the emblem - a 
circle, inside of which there is a stylized flower of the 
kurai, consisting of 7 petals.



State Symbols of the 
Krasnodar Territory 
State

"In the green shield there is a golden battlement wall, 
darkened with black, with two similar round towers and an 
open gate. Between the towers, from behind the wall, there 
are golden pernacles and to the sides of it there are two 
silver bunchuk with golden points and golden shafts. In the 
golden head of the shield, the emerging Russian imperial 
eagle, crowned by imperial crowns, of which the middle is 
larger and has azure ribbons bearing the Caucasian cross

The shield is crowned with a princely crown with a burglary. 
Behind the shield is an azure (blue) standard with a gold 
crowned monogram of Emperor Alexander II, surrounded 
by a laurel wreath; in the top of the standard - a wreath and 
above it the Russian imperial eagle. On the sides of the 
shield across the board are four blue azure banners with a 
gold image of the crowned monograms of Empress 
Catherine II and the emperors Paul I, Alexander I and 
Nicholas I, surrounded by the same oak and laurel wreaths. 
Girdles of the standard and banners of the azure, top, 
brushes on the cords and fringe of the standard, banners 
and threads - gold. The flags of the standard and the 
banners are intertwined with two ribbons of the Order of 
Lenin, joined together under a shield by a bow. " 
Rectangular cloth of three different horizontal strips: upper 
- blue, medium - crimson and lower - green. In the center of 
the flag is the coat of arms of the Krasnodar Territory, 
executed in a single-color version - in yellow with an orange 
outline.



State Symbols of the 
Amur Region

The emblem of the Amur Region is a green 
heraldic shield with a silver wavy belt, followed 
at the head of the shield by three golden stars 
with eight beams. The shield is crowned with an 
ancient royal crown and is surrounded by a 
ribbon of the Order of Lenin.Reproduction of the 
coat of arms of the Amur Region is allowed 
without the ribbon of the Order of Lenin (in the 
form of a shield crowned with a crown), and also 
without a crown and ribbon of the Order of 
Lenin (in the form of a shield).Reproduction of 
the coat of arms of the Amur Region is allowed in 
multi-color and monochrome versions. The flag 
of the Amur region is a rectangular panel with a 
blue color and is separated from the upper part 
by a silver wavy belt resembling a river wave. The 
upper part of the panel has a red color, 
symbolizing the rich history of the Amur region, 
the labor and combat feats of the Amurks.



State symbolism of 
the Primorye Territory
Coat of arms of Primorye Territory: in the 
green field of the shield - the included blue 
(blue, blue) Andreev cross. In the lower part 
of the field above the cross is a walking 
golden tiger. The flag of the Primorsky 
Territory is a rectangular panel divided 
diagonally by a white stripe and consisting of 
two triangles: the top, located at the shaft, 
red and the bottom - blue (azure). In the 
upper corner near the shaft there is a golden 
election of the walking Ussuri tiger. The 
colors of the flag are the same as those of 
the flag of the Russian Federation, which 
symbolizes the unity of Primorsky Krai and 
Russia.



State symbols of the 
Kostroma Region
In the azure field on a silver wavy tip, a gold ship 
decorated on the bow with an eagle's head, 
which has scarlet eyes and tongue, and wings, 
with seven rowers, with a pennant aft, with a sail 
and flag on which is the Russian eagle of 
Alexander II a two-headed eagle with golden 
beaks and paws and scarlet (red) tongues, 
crowned by two small Imperial crowns and 
accompanied by a large Imperial crown with 
azure ribbons, having in the paws a Russian 
scepter and power, in the heart shield ke - 
Moscow coat of arms).The shield is crowned with 
the golden Russian Imperial 
crown.Shchitoderzhateli - golden griffins with 
lion's front paws and combs instead of manes, 
with scarlet eyes and tongues; foot - gold 
patterned. The foot is complemented with the 
ribbon of the Order of Lenin. Rectangular cloth 
with a ratio of width to length of 2: 3, consisting 
of three vertical bands: two red and one blue. In 
the center of the blue strip - the main figure of 
the emblem of the Kostroma region: a yellow 
ship.




